The UNC Charlotte Department of Art & Art History is honored to celebrate this collection of compelling work by Professor Emeritus Rod MacKillop, generously bequeathed to us by Rod's longtime colleague, friend, and fellow artist, Eric Anderson. Both Eric and another colleague, Professor Emeritus and art collector Gary Ferraro, share an enduring admiration for their friend Rod's work, which led them to initiate this wonderful opportunity to help fund student scholarships in Rod's memory. We are grateful for their vision and tireless efforts and look forward to supporting the artistic development of studio art majors for years to come.

As one of five units in the College of Arts + Architecture, the Department of Art & Art History is committed to providing classroom experiences that encourage our students to rigorously explore ideas and to take creative risks, as they respond to an ever-changing and oftentimes challenging world. We are equally committed to providing opportunities for students to establish pre-professional studio practice outside the classroom and to advance their work through creative research and public exhibition. Lastly, the Department highly values and supports faculty instructors whose own professional practice and research consistently strengthen their teaching – a commitment that coincides perfectly with the example Rod set for his students during his lifetime of influential teaching.

The generous financial gift from Rod's family, and the revenue generated from the sale of his work, will have lasting significant impact on the lives of many emerging creative artists in our Department - individuals who, upon graduation, will become our future art advocates and art makers. To date, the combined contributions made in Rod's memory will surpass all other individual scholarship resources supporting our majors. Please consider joining these efforts by purchasing an original artwork by Rod. Your purchase will enrich your own collection, support the arts, and help deserving students develop strong visual voices to contribute to the collective art world and society at large.

Rod MacKillop’s works will be on view in the Projective Eye Gallery beginning March 9th benefiting student scholarships
1. **Man in a Green Suit**  '83
   - **W**: 20"  **H**: 24"
   - **Value**: $1700
   - **Opening Bid**: $935
   - **Buy It Now**: n/a

2. **Box #9**  '77
   - **W**: 21.5"  **H**: 23.5"
   - **Value**: $700
   - **Opening Bid**: $385
   - **Buy It Now**: $595

3. **Empty Chair**  unknown
   - **W**: 60"  **H**: 44"
   - **Value**: $1500
   - **Opening Bid**: $825
   - **Buy It Now**: $1275

LIVE AUCTION

benefitting student scholarships
4 Piece Self-Portrait '88

W 26.25"  H 104"  acrylic

VALUE $4500
OPENING BID $2800
BUY IT NOW $3900

Shadow '06-'07

W 32"  H 42"  acrylic

VALUE $1500
OPENING BID $825
BUY IT NOW $1275
6

Sleeping Man '76

W 60"   H 46"

VALUE $1350
OPENING BID $750
BUY IT NOW $1150

7

Self Portrait '00

W 20"   H 24"

VALUE $1100
OPENING BID $605
BUY IT NOW $935

8

Box #3 unknown

W 16"   H 18"

VALUE $750
OPENING BID $425
BUY IT NOW $640
Hedge '01

W 48"  H 60"  acrylic

VALUE $2500
OPENING BID $1375
BUY IT NOW $2125

---

House #2 '80

W 91.5"  H 73.5"  oil on linen

VALUE $4000
OPENING BID $2200
BUY IT NOW $3400
**SILENT AUCTION**

**3 Men on an Escalator**
- **Value:** $1100
- **Opening Bid:** $605
- **Buy It Now:** $935
- **Dimensions:** W 22" H 24"

**Grey Nude**
- **Value:** $500
- **Opening Bid:** $275
- **Buy It Now:** $425
- **Dimensions:** W 16" H 20"

**Man with Yellow Tie**
- **Value:** $700
- **Opening Bid:** $385
- **Buy It Now:** $595
- **Dimensions:** W 24.25" H 28.25"

**House of Memory and Desire**
- **Value:** $2200
- **Opening Bid:** $1210
- **Buy It Now:** $1870
- **Dimensions:** W 49" H 46.5"

*benefitting student scholarships*
Veil

VALUE $1200
OPENING BID $660
BUY IT NOW $1020
w 24"
H 30.37"
acrylic

Value

Hat Man

W 11.25"
H 15"

Gray Figure

Value

W 18.25"
H 22.75"

Swan Dive #3

Value

W 24"
H 30.37"

Opening bid

Value

W 24"
H 30"

acrylic

Hat Man

OPENING BID $85
BUY IT NOW $130

acrylic on paper

Swan Dive #3

OPENING BID $690
BUY IT NOW $1065

acrylic on paper

Gray Figure

OPENING BID $1250
BUY IT NOW $1600

acrylic on paper

Veil

OPENING BID $660
BUY IT NOW $1020

acrylic

Swan Dive #3

Hat Man

(Edward Hopper)

Gray Figure

Swan Dive #3

Hat Man

Gray Figure

Veil

silence auction

benefitting student scholarships
silent auction

benefitting student scholarships

Untitled

W 36.5"
H 29.5"

VALUE $1200
OPENING BID $660
BUY IT NOW $1020
charcoal & acrylic on paper

Power Tie

W 22"
H 30"

VALUE $600
OPENING BID $330
BUY IT NOW $510
charcoal on paper

Untitled

W 22"
H 30"

VALUE $700
OPENING BID $385
BUY IT NOW $595
acrylic & charcoal on strathmore

Untitled Self Portrait

W 16"
H 20"

VALUE $900
OPENING BID $495
BUY IT NOW $765
acrylic
Untitled  
**W** 22.5"  
**H** 30"

**VALUE $500**  
**OPENING BID $250**  
**BUY IT NOW $385**  
*collage & charcoal on paper*

Floating Man and Moon Skull  
**W** 54"  
**H** 40"

**VALUE $1600**  
**OPENING BID $880**  
**BUY IT NOW $1360**  
adrylic

Spirit Bodies  
**W** 48"  
**H** 60"

**VALUE $2100**  
**OPENING BID $1155**  
**BUY IT NOW $1785**  
adrylic

Running Man  
**W** 17"  
**H** 24"

**VALUE $100**  
**OPENING BID $100**  
**BUY IT NOW $135**  
lithograph

silent auction  
benefitting student scholarships
silent auction benefiting student scholarships

ART

W 22.25"
H 20.75"

VALUE $175
OPENING BID $95
BUY IT NOW $150

Tennis Player

W 16"
H 18"

VALUE $475
OPENING BID $260
BUY IT NOW $405

Untitled

W 7"
H 9"

VALUE $225
OPENING BID $125
BUY IT NOW $190

Untitled

W 23"
H 28"

VALUE $450
OPENING BID $245
BUY IT NOW $385
silent auction

benefitting student scholarships

Untitled

W 18"
H 24"

VALUE $150
OPENING BID $85
BUY IT NOW $130

Untitled

W 22.25"
H 30"

VALUE $150
OPENING BID $85
BUY IT NOW $130

House #1

W 20"
H 16"

VALUE $475
OPENING BID $260
BUY IT NOW $405

Untitled

W 11"
H 15"

VALUE $350
OPENING BID $190
BUY IT NOW $300
silent auction benefitting student scholarships

Untitled
VALUE $250
OPENING BID $135
BUY IT NOW $210

Untitled
W 11"
H 15"

Untitled
W 21"
H 27"

VALUE $325
OPENING BID $180
BUY IT NOW $280

Untitled
W 22"
H 26"

Untitled
VALUE $450
OPENING BID $245
BUY IT NOW $385

Untitled
W 11"
H 15"

VALUE $250
OPENING BID $135
BUY IT NOW $210
8 lithos available
silent auction benefiting student scholarships
FOOTBALLERS

W 12"  H 16"

VALUE $750/set
OPENING BID $415
BUY IT NOW $640

silent auction benefitting student scholarships
BOX SERIES

VALUE $325/set
OPENING BID $180
BUY IT NOW $280

W 13.5"    H 10.75"

silent auction benefitting student scholarships
Value $375 ea/2450 for set
Opening Bid $205 each

TV DREAMS

silent auction benefitting student scholarships